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ABSTRACT

Objectives To study the extent and execution of redundant processes during inpatient transfers to Radiology, and their impact on errors during the transfer process; to explore the use of causal and reliability analyses for modelling error detection and redundancy in the transfer process; and to provide guidance on potential system improvements.

Methods A prospective observational study at a metropolitan teaching hospital. 101 patient transfers to Radiology were observed over a 6-month period, and errors in patient transfer process were recorded. Fault Tree Analysis was used to model error paths and identify redundant steps. Reliability Analysis was used to quantify system reliability.

Results 420 errors were noted, an average of four errors per transfer. No incidents of patient harm were recorded. Inadequate handover was the most common error (43.1%), followed by failure to perform patient identification checks (41.9%), patient inadequately prepared for transfer (7.4%), inadequate infection control precautions (2.9%), inadequate clinical escort (2.1%), inadequate transport vehicle (2.1%) and equipment failure (0.2%). Four redundant steps for communicating patients’ infectious status were identified (reliability=0.07, 0.37, 0.26, 0.31). Collectively, these yielded a system reliability of 0.7. The low reliability of each individual step was due to its low rate of execution.

Conclusions Analysis of the transfer process revealed a number of redundancies that safeguard against transfer errors. However, they were relatively ineffective in preventing errors, due to the poor compliance rate. Thus, the authors advocate increasing compliance to existing redundant processes as an improvement strategy, before investing resources on new processes.

INTRODUCTION

Redundancy is a system design principle that introduces duplicate components to provide fault tolerance. When a component fails, a backup takes over to ensure the system still performs as designed. Introducing redundancy enables a system’s overall reliability to be enhanced without needing to increase the reliability of individual components. Adding redundancy is analogous to adding an extra layer of defence in Reason’s Swiss Cheese Model.1 The more defences there are, the more likely errors will be caught.

This principle of defence-in-depth is widely used in many high-risk industries2 and some clinical processes. Unfortunately, in healthcare, redundancy is often introduced without the rigorous analysis that is performed in other industries, making it difficult to understand how well it contributes to overall system performance, or how it might be optimised.

Pretransfusion bedside checks are a common example of designed redundancy in a clinical process.3 The check commonly involves multiple redundant steps, each providing an opportunity to catch patient identification errors. Yet, weaknesses in the performance of bedside check are the most common cause of transfusion error.4–7

The objective of this study is twofold. First, as redundancy is poorly explored in clinical processes, we study the extent and apparent effectiveness of system redundancy in a common and high-volume clinical process—inpatient transfers to Radiology. Second, to theoretically underpin our observations, we used fault tree and reliability analyses methods from safety engineering, to model error detection and redundancy in this clinical process. We hypothesise that applying such techniques can provide us with a systematic understanding of the safety of transfer process, and can guide process redesign.

METHODS

Data collection

A prospective observational study was undertaken at a 440-bed metropolitan teaching hospital, with an average occupancy rate of over 90%, and over 5000 staff members. Patient transfers to Radiology were observed over a 6-month period (February to July 2009). The total number of transfers to Radiology from the wards over this period was about 9600, a daily average of about 80. Approval to undertake the study was granted by the hospital’s ethics committee.

The study was conducted in two phases. In an initial pilot, 20 transfers were observed in order to understand the information and process flow of the transfers. All porters working for Radiology (n=8) were shadowed unobtrusively through the transfer journey by a researcher (MO). Transfer errors, defined as action or inaction that deviates from safe practices in patient management, were identified. These errors could potentially result in patient harm. Subevents leading to these errors were also identified. Data from this phase guided design of a structured observational instrument and were not used in further analysis.

In the second phase, the same porters were observed over a convenience sample of 101 transfers, covering transfers from morning to evening Monday to Friday, using the structured observational tool. Transfer errors and events leading to them were recorded. Inter-rater reliability analysis was performed by a second observer shadowing alongside the first for 12 transfers. Descriptive statistics were calculated from the observed data.

Analyses

A model of the patient transfer process was developed, based upon Phase 1 observations. Data...
collected were then analysed using Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and Reliability Analysis. The purpose of FTA was to model the causes of transfer errors, and to identify existing redundant safeguards against these errors. Reliability Analysis was used to model the relationship between the redundant components, and their impact on overall system reliability.

**Patient transfer process**

Patient transfers are scheduled by a coordinator at Radiology (figure 1). Transfer begins when the coordinator instructs a porter to transfer a patient. A transfer form is given to the porter, containing information about the patient, including patient name, date of birth, medical record number, ward name, intended procedure, appropriate mode of transport, escort and oxygen requirements during transport, and any infection control precautions. Patient needs may additionally be communicated to the porter verbally.

On arrival at the ward, the form is handed over for sign-off by a nurse. The sign-off procedure requires verification of the patient’s identification, documentation and the correctness of the information in the transfer form. The ward nurse may additionally communicate the patient’s transfer needs to the porter verbally. When the patient arrives at Radiology, the transfer form is handed back to the coordinator, who again verifies the patient’s identification. If the patient is escorted by a ward nurse, a clinical handover will take place between the ward and Radiology nurses.

**Fault tree analysis**

FTA is a top-down approach, where errors are first identified and then connected together in causal chains to prior events that contribute to the error. Individual events are connected by simple logic gates. There are two basic gates—the AND gate and the OR gate. The AND gate requires all input events to occur before the
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**Figure 1** Process map of the patient transfer process.
output event can occur. The OR gate only requires that any one of the input events occurs for the output event to be triggered. When all logic gates are assembled together, the result is a hierarchical fault tree, with the error at the top of the tree, and the root causes of the error forming the leaves (figure 2). Each path in the fault tree thus represents a possible error path. When the likelihood of occurrence of all subevents is known, the likelihood of occurrence of the top event can also be computed.

Reliability analysis
Reliability is defined as the probability that a task will be accomplished successfully within a specified minimum time. Reliability Block Diagrams (RBD) are frequently used to model the effect of component failures on system performance. Figure 3 depicts the RBD of a system with four redundant components connected in parallel. In such a configuration, the failure of all components results in a system failure, while success of one component would be sufficient to guarantee success of the system. Mathematically, the reliability of this system can be represented as follows:

\[
\text{Reliability} = 1 - P(E_{\text{out}}) = 1 - P(E_{\text{in}}) \prod_{i=1}^{m} P(E_i),
\]

where

- \(E_{\text{in}}\) = error entering the system;
- \(E_{\text{out}}\) = system error;
- \(E_i\) = failure in redundant unit \(i, i = 1...m\);
- \(m\) = number of redundant units.

The impact of individual component failures on the whole system can be quantified using reliability importance measures. These measures provide a numerical rank to determine which components make the most important contribution to overall system reliability or are more critical to system failure. A widely used measure is Birnbaum’s component importance, which measures the rate of increase in system reliability with respect to an individual component’s reliability, calculated as:

\[
I_k^B = \frac{dR_s}{dR_k},
\]

where

- \(I_k^B\) = Birnbaum’s importance of component \(k\);
- \(R_s\) = system reliability;
- \(R_k\) = reliability of component \(k\).

Comparing the importance measures of different components helps determine which component, if improved, would yield the greatest overall system reliability improvement.

**RESULTS**

**Data**
One hundred and one patient transfers to Radiology were observed. No incidents of patient harm were recorded. However, 420 errors were noted, an average of four errors per transfer. One hundred and eighty-one errors were related to inadequate handover of patient information (missing transfer form, omitted or incorrect information in transfer form), 176 were failures to verify that the correct patient was transported, 34 were errors caused by poor organisation (including patient inadequately prepared and failure to organise equipment for transfer), and 31 were errors that occurred during transport (including inadequate infection control precautions, inadequate escort, inadequate
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**Figure 2** Fault Tree Analysis of patient transfers without infection control precautions, where
- \(e_1\) = patient’s infectious status was not communicated during verbal handover at Radiology;
- \(e_2\) = patient’s infectious status was communicated during verbal handover at Radiology, but failed to prevent error;
- \(e_3\) = patient’s infectious status was not communicated through written handover at Radiology;
- \(e_4\) = patient’s infectious status was communicated through written handover at Radiology, but failed to prevent error;
- \(e_5\) = patient’s infectious status was not communicated during verbal handover at the ward;
- \(e_6\) = patient’s infectious status was communicated during verbal handover at the ward, but failed to prevent error;
- \(e_7\) = patient’s infectious status was not communicated through written handover at the ward;
- \(e_8\) = patient’s infectious status was communicated through written handover at the ward, but failed to prevent error.
mode of transport and equipment failure). Appendix A details definitions for these errors. Twenty-seven of the 101 patients were identified to be infectious, and in 12 of these cases, infection control precautions were not taken. Of the 101 transfers, seven were cancelled, three due to inadequate transport mode, one due to unavailable equipment and three due to inadequate preparation of patient. The inter-rater reliability was strong and calculated as 98% ($\kappa = 0.88$).

REDUNDANCY ANALYSIS

When FTA was used to analyse the causes of transfer errors, it demonstrated significant redundancy in the transfer process. There were two main types of redundancy: informational redundancy and procedural redundancy.

Informational redundancy was used to ensure that porters were informed of the transport requirements, including the mode of transport, appropriate infection control precautions, and any equipment required during transport. This was achieved through verbal and written handovers (via a transfer form), both at Radiology and in the ward, thus providing multiple opportunities for communicating critical information to a porter prior to patient transfer.

Procedural redundancy was used to prevent an incorrect patient being transported. On patient collection, a nurse responsible for the care of the patient was required to verify the patient’s identification. On arrival at Radiology, the same identification check was repeated by the Radiology nurse.

However, these redundancies were not enforced, and variably performed (table 1). Of the 420 transfers, only 12 had all fields in the transfer form completed. Identification check prior to patient leaving the ward was not completed in any of the transfers, and on arrival at Radiology, the verification process was completed in only 19 cases.
EXAMPLE ANALYSIS: INADEQUATE INFECTION PRECAUTIONS DURING TRANSFERS

Figure 2 depicts a fault tree for the events leading to inadequate infection control precautions during transfers. There were four ways to communicate the required infection control precautions to a porter: (1) verbal handover at Radiology; (2) written handover at Radiology using a transfer form; (3) verbal handover at the ward during patient collection; and (4) verification of the transfer form by the ward nurse. If the information was not communicated through any of these means, adequate infection precautions could not be taken (e1, e3, e5, e7 in figure 2). There were also cases where information was adequately communicated, but errors still occurred (e2, e4, e6, e8 in figure 2). Figure 3 shows the corresponding RBD, with each communication process shown as an individual redundant component table 1.

Table 2 shows the observed probability of the base events leading to this error. Based on these data, the model predicts that inadequate infection control precautions occurred in 8% of the transfers (refer to appendix B for detailed calculations). The observed occurrence was 11.9% (95% CI 5.6 to 18.2), indicating that the model provides a fair estimation of the actual likelihood of the error.

Table 3 summarises the reliability of each redundant process. Verbal handover at Radiology was the least reliable step in the process (reliability=0.07), while written handover at Radiology was the most reliable (reliability=0.87). Collectively, the four redundant steps yielded a system reliability of 0.7 (refer to appendix C for calculation details). In other words, for every transfer involving an infectious patient, the system had a 70% chance of preventing inadequate infection control errors. Written handover at Radiology had the highest Birnbaum importance index (0.48), and verbal handover at Radiology the least (0.52).

DISCUSSION

How effective is redundancy in the transfer process?

Analysis of transfer cases without adequate infection control precautions showed that there were four redundant defences against this error. The reliability of these defences was, however, low. Nevertheless, collectively, they provided a much more reliable process. For instance, if verbal handover at Radiology was the only form of communication, 95% of infectious patients would have been transported without appropriate infection control precautions. Using a transfer form in addition to verbal handover at Radiology reduced the likelihood of error to 59%. Adding verbal handover and written handover at ward further decreased the error rate to 45% and 30% respectively (see appendix C for detailed calculations).

Thus, redundancy in the transfer process did prevent many transfer errors. Some redundant steps were found to be more reliable than others. Verbal handover performed poorly, compared with written handover. Detailed analysis showed that this was not because verbal handover was incapable of catching the errors. Rather, verbal handover rarely took place. When information was communicated using the transfer form, it was often not acted upon. Thus, for both verbal and written handovers, the effectiveness of the redundancy was hampered by poor compliance with the process. Other likely causes of failures included deliberate violations, slips and mistakes by the porters.

Improving unit reliability

There are two factors to consider when deciding on which component to optimise: the effects of improving unit reliability on the overall system reliability and the cost of improving the unit. The former can be estimated using Birnbaum importance measures. Assuming that the cost of improving all units was equal, and there were no side effects, the ranking provided by the Birnbaum index indicates that improvement in written handover at Radiology would yield the greatest reduction in errors, and improvement in verbal handover at Radiology would yield the least. For instance, increasing reliability of written handover at Radiology by 20% would result in an overall system reliability of 0.8. A similar improvement in verbal handover at Radiology would yield the greatest reduction in errors, 0.7.

Using the values in table 3, we can plot the relationship between unit reliability and system reliability as shown in figure 3. Each curve depicts the effect of varying unit reliability on system reliability, and the slope of the curve represents the Birnbaum index for the component.

Table 1 Errors observed during transport from ward to radiology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Errors</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate handover of patient information</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer form not used</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient’s name not handed over</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information omitted from transfer form (Radiology)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infection control precautions</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escort</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport mode</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information omitted from transfer form (ward)</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation of patient ID check</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation of patient documentation check</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of nurse responsible</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature of nurse responsible</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escort</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red dot status</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infection control precautions</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect information in transfer form</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect transport mode</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect escort requirement</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect ward</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect control infection precautions</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect oxygen requirement</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer form not signed off by ward nurse</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to verify patient identification</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failed to perform identification check on patient collection</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward nurse failed to verify ID band</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward nurse failed to verbally verify patient’s full name</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward nurse failed to verbally verify patient’s date of birth</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failed to perform identification check on arrival at Radiology</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiology nurse failed to verify ID band</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiology nurse failed to verbally verify patient’s full name</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiology nurse failed to verbally verify patient’s date of birth</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient did not have ID band</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error during transport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate infection control precautions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate escort</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate mode of transport</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment failure during transport</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor organisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient not ready for transfer</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport equipment unavailable</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From a total of 101 journeys, 420 errors were observed.
The probabilistic assessment used in this study also has its limitations. The sample size of observations is modest, and the likelihood of some less frequent errors being observed is consequently low. The non-obtrusiveness nature of the observational study also introduced uncertainties in the data. While we were able to observe the existence of infection control measures in the ward such as isolation, and verbal communications of the need for infection precautions, we did not carry out a record review, and so may have systematically underestimated the rate at which infectious state was captured on the transfer form. However, as we were able to determine compliance with known infectious status requirements, this underestimation does not affect observations at later stages in the transfer process.

CONCLUSION

Causal and reliability analyses of the patient transfer process have shed much light on the effectiveness of the patient transfer process, and areas where improvement is likely to be most beneficial. Many redundant steps were built into the observed process to prevent transfer errors. However, they were relatively ineffective, due to the poor compliance rate. Verbal handovers often did not take place, while information communicated through written handovers was often overlooked. Therefore, we would advocate first increasing compliance with current processes as a quality and safety improvement strategy, before investing resources on new processes.
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APPENDIX A
Definition of errors during transfers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate written handover</td>
<td>A formal transfer form was used for each transfer, providing the following information: patient name, date of birth and medical record number, infectious status, destination, escort and equipment requirements, transport mode and patient’s red dot status. An error occurred if the form was absent, or any information in the form was omitted or incorrect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to verify patient identification</td>
<td>The transfer protocol mandated a three-step identification check by the ward nurse on patient collection, and by Radiology on arrival. These steps were: verification of identification wrist band, verbal verification of patient’s full name and verbal verification of patient’s date of birth. An error is said to have occurred if any one of the steps was not performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate infection control precaution</td>
<td>Failure to take the appropriate infection control precautions when transporting an infectious patient. A patient was deemed to be infectious only if the researcher could verify the patient’s infectious status through inspection of transfer form or verbal confirmation by the nurse caring for the patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate escort</td>
<td>Failure to provide clinical escort when patient was critically ill, when transporting patient with medical devices or when patient was incapable of communicating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate transport mode</td>
<td>Failure to provide transport mode (bed, trolley or chair) suited to the condition of the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment failure</td>
<td>Devices accompanying patient malfunctioned during transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor organisation</td>
<td>Failure to ensure that the patient was ready for collection at the appointed time, or the resources required for transfer were unavailable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPENDIX B
Calculation of the probability of an infectious patient being transferred without adequate infection control precautions

Redundant steps:
- D1: verbal handover at Radiology;
- D2: verbal handover at ward;
- D3: written handover (transfer form) at Radiology;
- D4: written handover at ward.

Base events:
- e0: patient was infectious;
- e1: patient’s infectious status was not communicated through verbal handover at Radiology;
- e2: patient’s infectious status was communicated through verbal handover at Radiology, but error still occurred;
- e3: patient’s infectious status was not communicated through written handover at Radiology;
- e4: patient’s infectious status was communicated through written handover at Radiology, but error still occurred;
- e5: patient’s infectious status was not communicated through verbal handover at ward;
- e6: patient’s infectious status was communicated through verbal handover at ward, but error still occurred;
- e7: patient’s infectious status was not communicated through written handover at ward;
- e8: patient’s infectious status was communicated through written handover at ward, but error still occurred.

P(Ei) = probability that redundant step Di failed

\[
P(E_1) = 1 - (1 - P(e_0))(1 - P(e_1)) = 0.93 \\
P(E_2) = 1 - (1 - P(e_0))(1 - P(e_2)) = 0.63 \\
P(E_3) = 1 - (1 - P(e_3))(1 - P(e_4)) = 0.74 \\
P(E_4) = 1 - (1 - P(e_0))(1 - P(e_5)) = 0.69 \\
\]

Probability of a transfer without adequate infection control precautions:

\[
P(E) = P(E_0) \prod_{i=1}^4 P(E_i) = P(E_0)P(E_1)P(E_2)P(E_3)P(E_4) \\
= 0.27 \times 0.93 \times 0.63 \times 0.74 \times 0.69 \\
= 0.08
\]

APPENDIX C
Calculation of reliability

\[R_i = \text{reliability of redundant step } D_i\]

\[
R_1 = 1 - P(E_1) = 0.07 \\
R_2 = 1 - P(E_2) = 0.37 \\
R_3 = 1 - P(E_3) = 0.26 \\
R_4 = 1 - P(E_4) = 0.31
\]

System reliability with four redundant steps:

\[
R = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^4 P(E_i) = 1 - P(E_0)P(E_1)P(E_2)P(E_3)P(E_4) \\
= 1 - 0.93 \times 0.63 \times 0.74 \times 0.69 \\
= 0.7
\]

System reliability with D1 only:

\[
R_1 = 1 - P(E_1)P(E_2)P(E_3)P(E_4) \\
= 1 - 0.93 \times 0.63 \times 0.74 \\
= 0.41
\]

System reliability with D1 and D2:

\[
R_2 = 1 - P(E_1)P(E_2)P(E_3)P(E_4) \\
= 1 - 0.93 \times 0.63 \times 0.74 \\
= 0.57
\]

System reliability with all four redundant steps, and a redundant step of reliability 0.5:

\[
R = 1 - P(E_0)P(E_1)P(E_2)P(E_3)P(E_4)P(E_5) \\
= 1 - 0.93 \times 0.63 \times 0.74 \times 0.69 \times 0.5 \\
= 0.88
\]

System Reliability with all four redundant steps, and two additional redundant steps of reliability 0.5:

\[
R = 1 - P(E_0)P(E_1)P(E_2)P(E_3)P(E_4)P(E_5) \times 0.5 \\
= 1 - 0.93 \times 0.63 \times 0.74 \times 0.69 \times 0.5 \\
= 0.93
\]

Improving reliability of verbal handover at Radiology by 20%, system reliability becomes:

\[
R = 1 - P(E_0)P(E_1)P(E_3)P(E_4), \text{ where } P(E_1) = 0.73 \\
= 1 - 0.73 \times 0.63 \times 0.74 \times 0.69 \\
= 0.77
\]

Improving reliability of written handover at Radiology by 20%, system reliability becomes:

\[
R = 1 - P(E_0)P(E_3)P(E_2), \text{ where } P(E_2) = 0.43 \\
= 1 - 0.93 \times 0.45 \times 0.74 \times 0.69 \\
= 0.8
\]
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